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LIBRARIANSHIP IN AZERBAIJAN AT THE BEGINNING OF XXI CENTURY (2003-2008-s years)

In the develop time of his activity Heydar Aliyev got sick in 2003. Heydar Aliyev had been nominated for the presidential elections. But the merciless illness did not give an opportunity to participate in this election. He applied to the people when he was in hospital in USA. He called the people to support the chairman's vice of New Azerbaijan Party, Ilham Aliyev, because he believed his unfinished plans, problems would be finished by him and the help of Azerbaijan people. God gave 80 years to Heydar Aliyev and he lived this life honorable, served to people, and was the rescuer of them.

Azerbaijan people showed their allegiance to their leader by accepting this call as a probate and selected Ilham Aliyev as the President of Azerbaijan in the fifth election on 15 October in 2003. Selecting Ilham Aliyev as the President of Azerbaijan gave a chance to continue Heydar Aliyev’s policy. Governing Heydar Aliyev’s political course - Ilham Aliyev’s purposeful activity attract people’s attention and in the new political condition he got the confidence of the people as a leader. Ilham Aliyev got successes in the increasing of economical, political, cultural development of the state, social position of the people. These successes raised his image in internal and external of the country. He also proved being a leader without any alternative by Heydar Aliyev’s determining priorities inheritance in the foreign policy.

At this time beside economical develop, great progress was got in the develop of culture. Separated charge for the develop of the culture increased till 3 times gave a change for its develop. General each part of our culture was paid an attention. Progressive, targeted events were the evidence of it. Library policy - founded by Heydar Aliyev is being continued successfully. The main duties of this policy are state care to librarianship, financing by the state, strengthening financial-technical base, libraries being open access, informatization of librarianship, increasing to world standards, improving social position of librarians.
In the modern condition state hold regular events to provide libraries with new literatures, to enrich library funds with books. From these events, the president’s order about complexing public and school libraries with publishers in Latin graphics without money was a great historical event.

As we know on 1 August 2001 all the media and the media publications issued to the Latin alphabet formalized after Heydar Aliyev’s “On improving the use of the state language” order on 18 June in 2001. From this time some steps happened like: the Law of Azerbaijan Republic "About the state language of Azerbaijan Republic (H. Aliyev, 30 September 2002), and the order of Azerbaijan president about the application of the Law of Azerbaijan Republic "About the state language of Azerbaijan Republic" (H. Aliyev, 2 January 2003).

At this time new selected president to President post, Ilham Aliyev initiated publishing educational work again in Latin graphics. President’s signed order about “Books publishing in Latin in the implementation of the Azerbaijan language” on 12 January in 2014 also solved the problems with alphabet. By this passing public copy to Latin was provided. According to the next orders of the statesman, new publications from “Library of World Literature” in 150 volumes, “International Library of Children’s Literature” in 100 volumes, “Library of Azerbaijan literature” in 100 volumes increased the library fund. This process is being continued by him successfully.

One of the successfully important events was Ilham Aliyev’s order about “On publication of the Encyclopedia” on 13 January in 2014. President Ilham Aliyev has said mother language is the first factor for saving national values some time, “Our saver is our language, history, literature and traditions” (from the report on 28 June 2006).

After this order more important order was signed on 27 December in 2004, about “In 2005-2006, in the Latin alphabet with the approval of the list of works to be published”, 546 books were included to this library, each circulation of the book was thought 25 thousand. So 13 million 650 thousand books had to be published. Named these books in the order were given to the libraries duty free in 2005-2009. This event, which had no analogue, was the showing of independent state care.

Then On 20 April in 2007 Ilham Aliyev signed an order devoted to librarianship about “Improving librarianship activity in Azerbaijan”, on 6 October in 2008 about “The state law about the develop of Library-information branch in 2008-2013”.

On 20 April in 2007, In Ilham Aliyev’s signed order about “The develop of Librarianship in Azerbaijan” librarianship was taken as complex, its role in Azerbaijan history, culture, increasing cultural and intellectual of it, Azerbaijan libraries were valued as the national wealth of Azerbaijan people.

According to the order Azerbaijan Ministry of Cultural an Tourism with other organs had to prepare “The state law about the develop of Library-information branch in 2008-2013” and give it to the president during 3 months, provide the large libraries with
electron catalog, increase to modern standards, create “The Virtual library in its base” and gave it to readers use with the Ministry of Communications and In-formation Technology.

Then one of the important item for the future develop of Azerbaijan science in the order was about the new building of Central Library of NASA in “Academy campus” and was given a month for suggests about this work.

President’s order about “The state law about the develop of Library-information branch in 2008-2013” the main aim of this important document was to hold state events, to provide collecting cultural-historical, scientific - philosophical, scientific resources, protecting and using of them.

These documents proved again that Ilham Aliyev is worthy successor of Heydar Aliyev’s modern policy.

In 2003-2008 The development of librarianship showed itself first in increasing library network. If there were 10 thousand libraries with the fund 120 million book copies in 90th years, they were 12 thousand now. Not only public libraries included to these networks, but also the libraries of the ministries, institutions, and organizations.

In 2003 – 2008 The library of Ministry of Education passed a great develop way by the care of the state, began to perform an important role in the develop of education, dressage. At present 4 677 libraries with a fund 63 159 366 book copies include it. These are 46 secondary school libraries with a fund 1 350 thousand book copies, 98 Vocational school libraries with a fund 1 107 500 books, 25 high school libraries with a fund 741 750 books, 4 500 secondary school libraries with a fund 53 850 665 in it.

Only in Baku 298 secondary school library were active with a fund 6 307 298 in it.

At this time The Republic Educational Medical Libraries – founded in 1940, had a rich book fund. In 1990 for occupying the library building, its activity got weak for a long time.

Lately The Ministry of Health gave a new building to The Republic Educational Medical Libraries and provided with equipments. The financial work of the library ruled, improved the library with new books increased a lot. Now 742 494 book copies are saved in the fund of Educational Medical Libraries. The library serves its readers by internet. It has 1 142 readers now, 20 193 books were given to the readers during this year. The library also is the centre of 116 Medical libraries.

The Public Library of Science Agriculture - founded in 1929, is the biggest library of The Ministry of Agriculture of Azerbaijan. More than 728 622 copies literatures about different branches of agriculture are saved in this library. The library services 12 115 readers as the educational information centre to scientific knowledges.

In 2003-2008 the Central Scientific Library of NASA got a lot of successes and improved the service to the readers. Firstly the library paid attention to increase the fund with scientific literature, to complex the library with scientific publishers, and journals. The library fund cleared from old books and increased with new copies dynamically. If there were 2 095 942 books in the fund in 2004, 2 135 969 copies in 2005, they were 2 217 813 in 2008. Refreshing the library fund consecutively, computerizing increased the number of readers.

The largest library network in our republic belongs to The Ministry of Culture
and Tourism. The library of Ministry is being used with 4,500 libraries, with a fund more than 40 million.

The Ministry has done a lot of work to strengthen the financial-technical base of the libraries, to regulate financial work, to provide the libraries with information technology and literatures. The financial fund of the national library of M. F. Akhundov raised twice, improved and provided with new books. The Republican Children’s library named after F. B. Koharli, and Youth Library named after J. Jabbarli were repaired and provided with new equipments. The centers of 72 city and district library network system provided with information technology and connected to internet.

The 6 republican important libraries and big scientific, scientific technical, high school libraries were provided with computers, electron catalogues and connected to internet. Automatically library system IRBIS program was used in some libraries of our republic. It’s very good position that central libraries in the country used IRBIS by the decision of The Ministry of Culture and Tourism in 2007. This program began to use time by time. In 2005-2008 The Ministry of Culture and Tourism related some projects to improve the scientific mains of librarianship, to publish educational importance books. In these years The Ministry published academician, honored scientist, A. Khalaflov’s Heydar Aliyev and Librarianship in Azerbaijan”, “Libraries in the society of education”, “Azerbaijan libraries in the information space of XXI century” books published.

Heydar Aliyev said in of his rector about educational development: “Each scientist is valuable, each educational writting by the scientist appreciates its value. But the connector experience and theory, valuable person for his people has a special place among the people”. He gave orden and medals, valued their personality and work high for some times. The academic of the International Academy of Informatization under UN, honored scientist, PhD, professor A. A. Khalaflov one of these scientists. Heydar Aliyev gave “Honored orden”, on 11 February in 2000 to him and signed an order for giving the name “Honored scientist” on 24 December in 2001 to him. A. Khalaflov wrote about Heydar Aliyev in his monography about “The Librarianship in Azerbaijan” like this: “As an old greatfull expert I want to say that, preparing librarian staff Heydar Aliyev’s services are great. When he came to the republic, cancelled libraries in 60th years began repairing, opened new, preparing new expert staff was paid attention. About the low staff of rural libraries he decided to enlarge Librarianship faculty of Baku State University, to strenghten financia-technical base. All these are the result of Heydar Aliyev’s care.

At this time according to the 32th article of the Law of Azerbaijan Republic “About the culture”, “National Library” status was given to library named after M. F. Akhundov, by the 50th decision of Ministry Cabinet on 15 april 2004. This status raised the duties in front of the library and increased its role in the public life of the country.

Informatization of process of the Libraries almost finished in 2003-2008. Informatization the libraries is that, to provide libraries information technology the librarianship, creating electron catalogues, automatization traditional libraries.

Exactly at this time was founded Informatization of the National Library and the
result of it in 2006 year have created electron site of National Library (http://www.anl.az/) and the part of this page "Electron Library" (http://www.anl.az/el.php).

On 17 November in 2008 the 85 anniversary of National Library was celebrated. At this time there were 4 508 626 copies in the fund of it and the general number of the readers were 37 185.

So, in 2003-2008-s years Azerbaijan librarianship passed a rich development way, specifically covered by the state's care, served the cultural and intellectual development of our people.
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In this article, using a brief historical excursion investigated the role of library science in Azerbaijan, which it played in the development of Azerbaijani culture and library science, past a rich path of development in the period from 2003 to 2008, covered by the special care of the state, received the historical experience and which entered into the information society, was the development of the cultural and intellectual potential of the nation.
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